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Sandberg Fighter Gaming Desk 2, Red

Sandberg Fighter Gaming Desk 2 is the ultimate upgrade to your
gaming setup. With a width of 1.20 metre, the table is perfectly
measured to ensure enough space for your gaming equipment without
giving up on your freedom to move around while playing games! At
the same time, it is compact enough to fit into most rooms. The
strong metal table legs and the massive table top in MDF wood form a
solid underlay. The cable holes in the table top ensures discreet cabling
to the underside of the table where you can hide cables and
extensions in the built-in cable cover. Cool LED lights in both sides of
the table top will put you in the right gaming mood!

More information at www.sandberg.it

Glob3trotters.com:
"This desk is more than you need as a single user with multiple devices or
screens. The build quality and overall sturdiness is really good. Even if you
put a heavy computer on the top, it should handle it with ease. Cable
management is the reason why you should get this desk! The lights are a
very welcomed feature since everything today is with RGB. Must have!"
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Specifications
Description: Sandberg Fighter Gaming Desk 2, Red
//Computer accessories/Furniture
EAN 5705730640926
Material: Metal legs + MDF wood table top + cable holder / tray
Size: 120 x 64 x 77 cm
Max. load: 150 kg
USB powered LED lights
Packing size: 119 x 66 x 18.5 cm
Packing weight: 25 kg

Packaging info

Dimensions
Package height: 18,5 cm
Package width: 119,0 cm
Package depth: 66,0 cm
Package weight: 25000 g

Links
Product page: https://sandberg.it/product/fighter-gaming-desk-2-red
Helpdesk page: https://sandberg.it/support/fighter-gaming-desk-2-red
Download large picture: http://files.sandberg.it/products/images/lg/640-92_lg.jpg
Download PDF: http://files.sandberg.it/products/pdf/640-92en.pdf
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